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Daily US/European Wrap

US equi�es rose with the SPX, Nasdaq Comp & Nasdaq 100 closing at record highs. Investors
assessed solid earnings which helped to overlook virus concerns and the impact on global
growth. US yields -  10-years - held steady at 1.2%, while the dollar remained near weekly
highs.

 
Another short a�ack targeted Gold, as a 5K lot sweep took it through $1800 (and Silver
through $25.10) Certainly some aggressive shorts entered pre-NFP, which is not unusual since
they were par�cularly ac�ve July 19-29th trying to force a break of 1790, mul�ple �mes. Gold
technical targets are well known ($1790-1830) as the market scouts for posi�ve catalysts, but
there’s few. IF it can’t rally with FI rates here, one need a larger event to get it going. The Delta
could help prices but Gold probably needs a cleanout of hopeful bulls before it responds to
the post-Delta liquidity program. The NFP is increasingly a live binary event now, where a very
weak NFP could mark $1830 as the new floor, while a very strong no implies $1790 is the new
ceiling.

 
Pla�num weakness con�nues, with prices almost through $1000; this its likely due to
persistent CTAs/paper shorts ramping up (net spec posi�oning is now net short) into weaker
auto demand (prolonged chip shortage); most industrial metals have also been harder hit
(Copper -5%, Oil -7% in 5days) as China faces a growing Delta outbreak (Beijing added new
curbs & travel restric�ons introduced as cases grew in 15 provinces). ETFs ou�lows (from the
SA vehicle as investors rotate into the PGM equites given blistering results…) occurred last
week, but has now subsided.

 
President Biden called for half of all US vehicles sold to be emission free by the end of the
decade/2030, a goal that can only be achieved with more government investment in charging
sta�ons and other infrastructure. The Biden administra�on will also raise gas mileage
standards and cut tailpipe pollu�on between now and model year 2026, officials announced
Thursday
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Although the informa�on in this report has been obtained from and is based upon sources MKS believes to be reliable,
we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and es�mates cons�tute MKS'
judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without no�ce. This report is for informa�onal
purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, offer or solicita�on for the purchase or sale of an investment.
This report does not consider or take into account the investment objec�ves or financial situa�on of a par�cular party.
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